'once Moscow becomes a second artistic Paris, all artists will live in Moscow-and I will be the first among them.'
1 it was Marc chagall who conceived of such an intriguing possibility in an interview for the Yiddish weekly Pariz published in the french capital in April 1935. what if Moscow were to emerge as a second Paris? it seems as if Marc chagall articulated a wish in the quoted interview and as if he expected his reader to understand his reference to Moscow immediately. was there-among the Eastern European Jewish immigrants-an imagined but nevertheless vital axis between Moscow and Paris, as suggested by Chagall's words? The potential readers of the Yiddish press in Paris were immigrants from Eastern Europe who had left their old home countries behind. for the most part, they experienced different trajectories, saw the fall of empires and the emergence of smaller Eastcentral European states after world war i, migrated through Europe and beyond, before arriving in Paris. what was their point of reference and how was it discussed in the Yiddish press? did an immaterial line between Paris and the abandoned country serve to compare the old and the new, chosen 'homeland'? Did Moscow and more generally Russia or the Soviet union become a point of reference, in the sense that referring back to this point would allow the affirmation of one's identity and cultural continuity? The articles in the Yiddish press convey a conglomeration of different notions, concepts, and connotations associated with Russia. The Yiddish publicists in Paris constructed an image of Russia and the Soviet union, and the land gradually became a field of projections. When analyzing the discourse about Russia and
